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Spring 2015
Study: BINB

Teacher’s report

Name of the course: Corporate Finance
Response rate for the course (all classes' included) Note - please forgive the danish explanation and replace 'Antal besvarelser:'
with 'Responses:', 'Antal ubesvarede:' with 'Not answered:', and 'Svarprocent:' with 'Response rate:')

Svarprocent
Antal besvarelser:
Antal ubesvarede:
Svarprocent:

99
121
45,0%

Course evaluation report, Spring 2015 – Teacher’s report

4

Evaluation of the teachers performance - presented per
class - binbo1136u_binbo1136uxa_f15_f15@student.cbs.dk

Scale: Completely agree, Mostly agree, Neither agree nor disagree, Mostly disagree, Completely
disagree

Comments and elaboration specifically regarding this teacher's performance

If you have any comments specifically regarding the teacher Davide Tomio , you are welcome to
add them here. The teacher will receive these comments in his/her evaluation report, however, the
comments will be confidential and will not be identifiable for your teacher. We urge you to keep a
mannerly tone and a constructive approach.
He stopped to answer all our questions. Maybe, he could slow down a bit. Otherwise good. I was happy his
office is in solbjer plads instead of porcelain have. Access to the teacher many hours of the day is vital,
because waiting days for an answer has made life miserable up until now.

Best exercise teacher ever. It has been a pleasure coming to class.

It got a little to long in the exercise classes. Try to bring it down to 1.5 hours instead. Please also put answers
with the PP's for the exercises you recommend us to answer and not only the other.

Davide has a very good structure on the board and a good approach that makes Corporate Finance
comprehensable for a novice like me!

In my opinion, Davide is the best exercise teacher we have had during these 7 quarters. Very friendly and
smart. Good explanations :-)
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I believe Davide was a gray exercise class - teacher. He had a great amount of knowledge and his lectures
was well structured. Another thin I found very positive was that his classes was very interacted with the ones
of Ulf. You could note that they were communicating. This was very good, since the exercise did make more
sense , and it was easy to understand the connection between ordinary lectures and the exercises class. If
possible It would be good if all of the solutions, to all questions ( not just the ones we ant through) would be
able to access.

Great teacher, made the class and subject interesting and a very good teacher

I liked how he provided the sections 'what are we looking for' & 'formulae' before starting a new exercise.
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4

Evaluation of the teachers performance - presented per
class - binbo1136u_binbo1136uxb_f15_f15@student.cbs.dk

Scale: Completely agree, Mostly agree, Neither agree nor disagree, Mostly disagree, Completely
disagree

Comments and elaboration specifically regarding this teacher's performance

If you have any comments specifically regarding the teacher Davide Tomio , you are welcome to
add them here. The teacher will receive these comments in his/her evaluation report, however, the
comments will be confidential and will not be identifiable for your teacher. We urge you to keep a
mannerly tone and a constructive approach.
I really liked that he spend time on explaining the different concepts and models before we started doing
exercise, it gave you a fresh reminder and put your brain more into the subject before solving the exercises.
And Davide was overall really good in explaining and did not went too fast or too slow.
Just one tip could be: try to make it just a little bit clearer what question you answer and when you move on
to the newt one. For example in the end of an exercise: So this is the answer to part a.

Overall very good, I personally like the approach of where he puts the small boxes at each question giving
you the tools and not the answers. He also brings a nice atmosphere into the classroom. Could ask questions
directly to students since students are "afraid" to speak up at many times.

Davide is by far the best exercise teacher I have ever had. He is very motivated and good at explaining
problems in multiple ways.

I really liked have the recap of the previous exercise class and then explaining the current weeks lectures
briefly before solving the excercises
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seems like a good guy

I think Davide had a really good way to explain the concepts and a clear approach - i.e. first identify the
important parts of the questions, then find useful formulars and then solve the problem.

It would have been nice to have the exercises / extra exercises + exam questions more structured. Now
everything is a mess, I can't seem to find answers to some exam questions, the exam questions are always
named "exam Q1 .. 2.. 3.. ) no matter which class - so it confuses people like is this exam Q1 in class 1 or 2 ?

He had a good Sense of understanding the Students problems/questions

You did an excellent job!
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4

Evaluation of the teachers performance - presented per
class - binbo1136u_binbo1136uxc_f15_f15@student.cbs.dk

Scale: Completely agree, Mostly agree, Neither agree nor disagree, Mostly disagree, Completely
disagree

Comments and elaboration specifically regarding this teacher's performance

If you have any comments specifically regarding the teacher Davide Tomio , you are welcome to
add them here. The teacher will receive these comments in his/her evaluation report, however, the
comments will be confidential and will not be identifiable for your teacher. We urge you to keep a
mannerly tone and a constructive approach.
More structure wrotong on the board. Writing should be bigger and more clear

Sometimes exercise class could be a little too focussed on the rather simple stuff, which did not leave enough
time for the harder questions (big chunks of text-tasks).

Teacher David Tomio was in general very good teacher able to explain details as well as answer specific
questions.
One thing which could have been better was the time planning as sometimes he was not able to cover all the
assigned material in the class. However, this was covered in the form of the paper/email explanation.

David is a nice teacher

Davide was a good teacher as he was truly devoted to teach us.
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Very structured and clear approach. Easy to follow. Overall a great teacher

i would really emphasis the effort davide put on teaching us something, he was really engaged and
motivated and always answered to questions we had. as a student i really got the impression, that he really
cared about us understanding the content, i really enjoyed the exercise class

I only showed up to a single execrise class, and in this one Davide did a great job making it all
understandable. For the remaining classes hower I did not face large trouble with the assigned exercises so I
saw no need to come to these classes.

Davide is a briliant teacher. He is excellent at feeling whether the students are following his pace and
actually understand not just how to solve the exam tasks but understand the subject.

Might have been the best teacher so far in this programme. Structured, pedagogical approach to solving
every question; willing to reply on e-mails, always ready to help. Great pleasure.

Davide was very patient and made sure to ask whether everybody understood what he was doing. If not, he
would gladly explain it again.
Very good TA! Good exercise classes.

good at explaining how to solve exercises and theories

Davide is by far the best exercise teacher, we've had on IB.

Very good teacher! Really engaging and wanted us to learn it all.

Great teaching in the exercises class. The teacher always tried to help understand everything correctly. Also
teacher had interest to share what he found difficult while he was learning the same things, so the personal
comments about various exercises solutions.

David was okay at explaining subjects. During the classes he would present problems but not provide
adqueate time to do those problems. So you never got to practice with those problems. It would have been
better if he gave us some time to do those problems

very engaged, an i.e. the email after the last exercise just shows his commitment.

Davide was a great teaching assistant to Ulf and I think that I enjoyed his involvement in the course much
more than the official lecture. Davide was sure to make everything that we were learning MUCH clearer as it
was a better review of what we had learned in class (which was hard for me to understand) and then went
through the importance of the application of our knowledge in
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the problems as well as real life. This I think is much more important than really not understanding the tools
of what we were learning in the lecture.
Davide was very accessible and present during the course. The nature of his teaching and constant review of
topics made for easy learning during this corporate finance course. Though I did not always prepare for the
exercise course, I found that I was always able to follow along, or catch up with everyone else in this exercise
course because he made the topics so available to everyone. In addition, I found that Davide was truly
interested in making sure everyone understood by constantly asking us how we were doing and making sure
that we understand why each step of the problem was important.
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4

Evaluation of the teachers performance - presented per
class - binbo1136u_binbo1136uxd_f15_f15@student.cbs.dk

Scale: Completely agree, Mostly agree, Neither agree nor disagree, Mostly disagree, Completely
disagree

Comments and elaboration specifically regarding this teacher's performance

If you have any comments specifically regarding the teacher Davide Tomio , you are welcome to
add them here. The teacher will receive these comments in his/her evaluation report, however, the
comments will be confidential and will not be identifiable for your teacher. We urge you to keep a
mannerly tone and a constructive approach.
Excellent teacher. The format of the class and the explanations are very good and i can't think of a way of
improving it. Best exercise teacher i've ever had.

Wish there was a little more structure to how he solved problems. Sometimes seemed to jump around too
much, making it hard to follow along
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4

Evaluation of the teachers performance - presented per
class

Response rate for the class binbo1136u_binbo1136u-xa_f15_f15@student.cbs.dk
Respondenter

Procent(%)

0

0,0

28

42,4

1

1,5

Ingen

37

56,1

Antal besvarelser

66

100,0

Frafaldet
Gennemført
Nogen svar

Response rate for the class binbo1136u_binbo1136u-xb_f15_f15@student.cbs.dk
Respondenter

Procent(%)

0

0,0

Gennemført

29

45,3

Nogen svar

0

0,0

Ingen

35

54,7

Antal besvarelser

64

100,0

Frafaldet

Response rate for the class binbo1136u_binbo1136u-xc_f15_f15@student.cbs.dk
Respondenter

Procent(%)

0

0,0

Gennemført

29

44,6

Nogen svar

0

0,0

Ingen

36

55,4

Antal besvarelser

65

100,0

Frafaldet

Response rate for the class binbo1136u_binbo1136u-xd_f15_f15@student.cbs.dk
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Respondenter

Procent(%)

Frafaldet

0

0,0

Gennemført

13

52,0

Nogen svar

0

0,0

Ingen

12

48,0

Antal besvarelser

25

100,0
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Teacher’s report
Study: BSc in International Business
Name of the course: Corporate Finance
Response rate for the course (all classes' included) Note - please forgive the danish explanation and replace 'Antal besvarelser:'
with 'Responses:', 'Antal ubesvarede:' with 'Not answered:', and 'Svarprocent:' with 'Response rate:')

Svarprocent
Antal besvarelser:
Antal ubesvarede:
Svarprocent:

169
105
61,7%

Course evaluation report, Spring 2016 – Teacher’s report

4

Evaluation of the teachers performance - presented per
class - BINBO1136U_XA_F16

Response rate for the course per class
Respondenter

Procent(%)

0

0,0

Gennemført

44

64,7

Nogen svar

0

0,0

Ingen

24

35,3

Antal besvarelser

68

100,0

Frafaldet

Scale: Completely agree, Mostly agree, Neither agree nor disagree, Mostly disagree, Completely
disagree
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Comments and elaboration specifically regarding this teachers performance

If you have any comments specifically regarding the teacher Davide Tomio , you are welcome to
add them here. The teacher will receive these comments in his/her evaluation report, however, the
comments will not be identifiable for your teacher. We urge you to keep a mannerly tone and a
constructive approach.
I would have liked the pace of the exercise class to have been higher.
It would have been way better for my learning, if more exercised would have been discussed in class, using
less time per exercise.
A lot of time was spent on Davide writing calculations on the board. Those could easily have been prepared
and written in his PP, thus making it possible for him to walk us through more exercises.

It could be a bit speedy from time to time. But overall really good structure in the exercise classes. Really
great with a recap and overview at the beginning, clear notes on "what are we looking for" and "relevant
formulas". GOOD WORK.

No specific comments, overall very satisfied with the exercise classes. I understand the reasoning behind
going through the syllbabus but I would have liked to have more exercise walkthroughs ;)

Davide succeeded in explaining exercises clearly and concisely throughout

Try to be more structured when writing on the white board.
What I missed the most was a proper conclusion of the exercise that was just done. We calculated, got a
number and then we moved on. I would like to hear a good reasoning, a possible exam answer and sum up
what we just did.
"The WACC is 6.8% "
instead
Is it reasonable to assume that the WACC is higher/lower, how can we ... What would happen if it instead was
9% - would our.... Why did we use this formula instead of ... ?

Really liked the tempo in the exercise classes, not too slow, not too fast. Good at explaining the problems.
Really nice of you to be so flexible with regard to office hours/sending you emails. Far from every teacher is
like that.

Davide could be unstructured when going through exercises, and include all kinds of new stuff in the middle
of an exercise. This made it confusing to understand which part of the exercise we were actually doing, and
what was the real answer to the assignment.

It would be nice to do more of the homework exercises at the exercises. To walk them through more
thorough would profound a sounder knowledge base.
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Engaging and on our personal level, able to keep it interesting!
Great for the exercise class and really competent

I bit to untstructered and fast when going over exercises on the board.

Sometimes he answered the question in more detail, more ways, than required. That confused me, making
me think that all I'd done was wrong.
He should say what is the result and what is additional.
Other than that, he had a good pedagogical approach.
Sometimes he calculated inside a formula so I could see where he got that number from, even if he said
where he got it from, because he didn't write on the whiteboard where he got it from.

Really good explanation of the topics. Very good slides with an overview of all important formulas. Created a
good learning environment

Great Teacher

Some students with me felt like he was going the exercises really really fast and we could not very well
undertand what he was saying.

I have to mention that I chose the same answer because I didn't go to any of the exercise lectures (which I
deeply regret now)

Very helpful in explaining the exercises

I too think that Davide was a good teacher. I maybe think that the difficulty level progressed too fast, but
beside that - good.

Not that it pertains to the exercise classes but when I spoke to him during the office hours, he spent a lot of
time talking about irrelevant concepts and was fairly distracted when I spoke to him.
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4

Evaluation of the teachers performance - presented per
class - BINBO1136U_XB_F16

Response rate for the course per class
Respondenter

Procent(%)

0

0,0

Gennemført

40

58,8

Nogen svar

0

0,0

Ingen

28

41,2

Antal besvarelser

68

100,0

Frafaldet

Scale: Completely agree, Mostly agree, Neither agree nor disagree, Mostly disagree, Completely
disagree
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Comments and elaboration specifically regarding this teachers performance

If you have any comments specifically regarding the teacher Davide Tomio , you are welcome to
add them here. The teacher will receive these comments in his/her evaluation report, however, the
comments will not be identifiable for your teacher. We urge you to keep a mannerly tone and a
constructive approach.
Davide was always very positive and as a student you felt comfortable asking questions in class.

Davide made things very clear, but sometimes his classes felt a little too formulaic (the structure was pretty
set in stone each class)

Funny and really good at teaching.
No complaints at all.
I liked the fact that you went through the theory too.

Great to see his high degree of responsibility for the class and students.

(y)

Give students more time to solve exam questions in exercise class, or give the exercises to students on
beforehand

Please leave more time for solving the exercises in the exercise classes, and please speak a little louder and
clearer

Please, talk a little bit slower sometimes (be careful with your Italian accent). And try to write a bit nicer; I
can often not read your handwriting.

Great teacher!
I genuinely believe he listen to his students.

Davide brought a similar level of humour and joviality to the class. I think he was a good teacher
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4

Evaluation of the teachers performance - presented per
class - BINBO1136U_XC_F16

Response rate for the course per class
Respondenter

Procent(%)

0

0,0

Gennemført

39

54,2

Nogen svar

0

0,0

Ingen

33

45,8

Antal besvarelser

72

100,0

Frafaldet

Scale: Completely agree, Mostly agree, Neither agree nor disagree, Mostly disagree, Completely
disagree
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Comments and elaboration specifically regarding this teachers performance

If you have any comments specifically regarding the teacher Davide Tomio , you are welcome to
add them here. The teacher will receive these comments in his/her evaluation report, however, the
comments will not be identifiable for your teacher. We urge you to keep a mannerly tone and a
constructive approach.
He should write the on the board which exercise he's going through. If you're not focused for one second you have no clue what he is doing on the board. A little fast sometimes but generally I found his academic
level was very high and he was one of the best exercise teachers I've had.

Great teacher! Good ability to pass on knowledge and explain things. I liked the approach with a quick
overview of theory and then solving the exercises!

Davide made cf very simple and he answered emails not only very comprehensive, but also within very dhort
notice even on weekends. Big applause for Davide.

His writing on the whiteboard is quite confusing.
It would be easier to follow if he would write what question he is answering.

Teacher David Tomio is very engaged in the manner that he teaches with.

Davide's structure sometimes lack in the lectures (in regardsto notes on the board) which makes it more
difficult to understand the notes after the exercise class.

All solutions should be given. You should come to class to get better teaching on the questions not because
you are forced in order to get the solutions. We are grown ups. Let us choose for ourselves.

The exercise classes are taught in a very high speed. More elaboration on why certain methods/ approaches
are used could be helpful.

Maybe go a bit faster on the exercises

Slightly monotone for large periods of time. Goes through things very quickly. Too quickly and assumes we
already know certain things. Strives to do too much per class. However he is clear and explains things well.

Davide is very engaged in the exercise classes. It's clear that he loves the thing he is doing. I have a hard
time hearing/understanding his words. My advise to Davide is to slow down, and take it easy. Sometimes
when he gets excited (which is very nice!) he talks very fast :-)
Overall I enjoyed being in his classes!
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Davide is a very committed and dedicated teacher in explaining finance concepts and questions patiently. He
makes a conscious effort in trying to recap concepts from the lecture and he helps us by providing previous
exam questions.
He is always willing to help and he often encourages us to go and consult him during his office hours.
Overall, his performance is exemplary.
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4

Evaluation of the teachers performance - presented per
class - BINBO1136U_XD_F16

Response rate for the course per class
Respondenter

Procent(%)

0

0,0

Gennemført

46

69,7

Nogen svar

0

0,0

Ingen

20

30,3

Antal besvarelser

66

100,0

Frafaldet

Scale: Completely agree, Mostly agree, Neither agree nor disagree, Mostly disagree, Completely
disagree
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Comments and elaboration specifically regarding this teachers performance

If you have any comments specifically regarding the teacher Davide Tomio , you are welcome to
add them here. The teacher will receive these comments in his/her evaluation report, however, the
comments will not be identifiable for your teacher. We urge you to keep a mannerly tone and a
constructive approach.
i liked the way you started out the classes with the formulars and so on. however sometimes it was a bit
confusing. But overall a good job teaching us.

Great structure in the exercise classes!
Only thing you could do better would be the hand writing ;-)
I was never able to understand those 9's

Sometimes talks unclearly.

Davide's teaching is really confusing, he does not go logically through questions, and he does not inform the
class what he is doing or what part of the question he is answering

he is good

The recap in every exercise class is not nescesarry. I strongly believe that the time in the classes is more
efficiently used when going through exercises and old exam questions.

sometimes it was hrd to follow what excatly he was calculating, but usually it was good.

No doubt that he knows a lot about the subject, however some times he got a bit confused/did something
wrong in regards to the exercises which confused a lot of the students to some extent.
Sometimes he went over some topics and calculations a bit too fast.
He also mumbled a bit/talked to fast and unfortunately not loud enough all the time for me to understand
fully what he said.
But overall a great exercise teacher!

Good approach to teaching. Makes sure everyone understands the problems at hand. Nice that he does a
summary in the beginning of every exercise class.

Dear Davide,Thanks for teaching the exercise classes! In general I really liked your overview with a short
recap, important formulae,
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exercises and previous exam questions.
I sometimes felt that we rushed a bit through the exercises but overall good in explaining also when
questions appeared.
Keep it up!

He was an engaging teacher. I liked how he did a review with the formulas and the concepts before getting
into the problems. He also was good at explaining most of the concepts that we were learning. However,
sometimes going through the equations and knowing where numbers were coming from could be confusing.
He could have just gone through them a little bit slower, but he also made sure we knew what we did after
going through questions and explained more if needed.

Good exercise lecturer, sufficient in teaching all required materials.

He was really good at giving an overview of what was happening/going to happen/happened last time.
Really nice!

Sometimes It is hard to follow the exercised solved on the board as he is jumbing between what he is dooing
too fast and does not allert the audience

If the teacher can engage people more, it will be better
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